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For frequencies less than about 600 MHz
neither rain nor birds are a problem.

II. MAINTAINING SIGNAL CORRELATION

Under the second major category of im-
provements, we find the use of large dy-
namic range, linear receivers. It is well
established [z] and shown in Fig. 3 that
limiting in the receiver causes a great re-
duction in the available improvement factor
(improvement in target-to-clutter ratio in
the MTI processor). Limiting or any non-
linearity in the receiver causes the genera-
tion of intermodulation products and a
broadening of the spectrum of both target
and clutter returns. Their spectra should
be kept as narrow as possible for efficient
separation using filters.

Since mechanical scanning also broadens
these spectra (deco rrelates returns from
pulse to pulse) it would also help to step
scan the antenna so that all pulses to be
processed together are collected while the
antenna is stationary. This can be accom-
plished using electronically scanned an-
tennas.

To keep second-time-around clutter signals
well correlated requires the use of a f~ed
interpulse period and a radar coherent from
pulse to pulse. Such a radar might employ
a Mystron transmitter rather than the usual
magnetron -coho radar system. In order to
use a fixed PRF and still avoid blind speeds,
multiple PRFs may be used rather than *g-
gered PRFs, In multiple PRF operation &o
or more groups of pulses are employed se-
quentially each of a constant PRF withti the
group but different PRFs from group to
group.

To maintain coherence in target and clutter
signals the radar must use fully coherent
transmitters and receivers, two channel
(quadrature) video and digital signal proc-
essing. Digital handling of signals is the
only means known of accurately storing
data while maintaining wide dynamic range
over more than a few pulse8.

111. IMPROVED FILTERING AND
THR=HOLDING

Finally, under the third category in Table
I we call for processing of more pulses.
All pulses durtig a dwell time contain use-
ful signals for filtering purposes. If not
enough pulses are available to filter out

the clutter one should consider extending
the dwell time by using multiple receive
antennas or other techniques.

A major improvement is the use of near-
optimum filtering, Once the transmitter
and antenna parameters for a radar de-
sign have been chosen and it is agreed to
use a linear receiver, a certati weighted
sum of the signals from each radar reso -
lut ion cell will maximize or optimize the
target-to-clutter ratio for any given radial
target velocity. The improvement factor
to be expected from this optimum filter as
a function of target velocity for a typical
Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR) is shown
in Fig. 4. This should be compared to
Fig. 3 to note the tremendous improvement
possible using optimum filtering against
ground clutter. The combination of step-
scanning and optimum filtering is depicted
in Fig. 5, showing even more improvement
around zero and the multiple blind speeds.

The word near-optimum filtering is found
in Table I because it is found that usually,
although not always, a bank of optimum
filters covering all target velocities re-
quires an exceseive amound of hardware.
In particular, too many multiplies are re-
quired. It is usually possible to find a set

‘-of filters which approximates the optimum
set and comes within 1.0 dB or so of the
optimum curve. For instance, a three-
pulse canceller followed by an eight sam-
ple Discrete Fourier Transfoimis a suit-
able near-optimum filter tink for tbe con-
ditions shown in Fig, 4. For a step-
scanned antenna (Fig. 5) the Discrete
Fourier Transform is the optimum filter.

So far we have only ’discussed filtering
against ground clutter. Weather clutter is
characterized by a spectral width corre-
sponding to about 17 knots and a mean Dop-
pler which varies tith wind conditions and
the direction the antenna is pointing. An

Optimum filter cOuld be built tO cOmbat
weather clutter but it would necessitate the
measurement and storage of the time-
varying covariance matrix of the total clut-

ter present in each resolution cell, This
generally requires more computation and
memory than is economically feasible to
use in the signal processor.

A practical” solution””to the thresholding
problem is to use a regularly updated
ground clutter map to develop a threshold
for zero velocity ground clutter and so
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